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PREAMBLE – REPORT STATUS
This report comprises MCO Projects’ desktop research and findings from
stakeholder engagement to inform the preparation of a Strategic Action Plan for
Creative Entrepreneurship in Donegal, initiated by the Local Enterprise Office,
Donegal County Council.
The purpose of this document is to provide some baseline information and case
studies that informs the Strategic Action Plan for Creative Entrepreneurship in
Donegal shaped by a stakeholder Interim Strategic Review Group. It reflects
feedback from the Local Enterprise Office and the interim Strategic Review
Group to the previous Draft Report and the workshop held in February 2015.
The report maps the wider policy context for Cultural and Creative Industries and
a rationale for investment in research and development of the creative sectors
in Donegal. It is primarily intended for the purposes of reference for the Local
Enterprise Office in working with the Creative Partnership to deliver the strategic
actions identified. References to existing Reports used for the case studies are
at the Endnotes at Appendix II.
A Summary Report on the Strategic Action Plan is being published by the Local
Enterprise Office, Donegal County Council to communicate the overall aims,
objectives and strategic framework for action – to raise awareness of this
initiative within the county, and through wider networks.
Eve-Anne Cullinan
MCO PROJECTS
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MAPPING CREATIVE SECTORS IN DONEGAL

Fig. 1 Snapshot of creative sectors in Donegal. This is indicative only and is based on an initial
database of stakeholders compiled by the Local Enterprise Office with partners in this initiative.
The Western Development Commission’s Creative Edge project previously identified 407
creative businesses were operating in Donegal.

MAPPING LOCAL ACTIVITIES AND NETWORKS IN DONEGAL

Fig. 2 Snapshot of cultural networks and assets in Donegal. An enabling environment is key to creating
the right ingredients for creative entrepreneurship. Research on Cultural and Creative Industries
demonstrates that a rich cultural eco-system and a ‘creative place’ underpins a sustainable
creative economy.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN FOR CREATIVE ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN DONEGAL
Aim
The overall aim is to create the right conditions for creative entrepreneurship in
Donegal by:
• Increasing the profile and the business skills of creative entrepreneurs
• Inspiring new creative ideas and enterprises through cross-sectoral
collaboration
• Contributing to the sustainability of Donegal’s cultural heritage and identity
as a creative, resilient place
Key Objectives
The high level objectives of the Strategic Action Plan are to:
• Develop a shared vision and identity to be realised for the creative
sectors in Donegal.
• Provide a focal point for information on business supports and a ‘live’
profile of the creative sectors to enable exchange of ideas and
stimulate new opportunities.
• Deliver appropriate interventions and investment to support creative
enterprises through collaborative action by different support agencies
active in economic development.
• Deliver tailored courses and supports to strengthen creative sectors
entrepreneurship skills at local area based levels.
• Stimulate demand for the creative sectors services and products
through promotional and marketing activities, particularly in current
cultural tourism, sports and food initiatives.
• Enable cross-sectoral collaboration and ‘creative partnerships’
between creative entrepreneurs industries and education institutions
to foster a pipeline of emerging talent.
• Seek cross border opportunities at European levels for better access
to finance, to deliver supports for innovation and to strengthen
international trade and exports, enabled through smart technologies.
• Develop niche clusters of excellence distinctive to Donegal to catalyse
a critical mass of enterprises in creative sectors, such as creative
content, music, textiles and language, and to inspire creativity across
the community.
• Stimulate employment opportunities and connections between creative
sectors, other business sectors, and within public services in the County, to
better enable creative innovation in products and services.
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THE STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK

Fig. 3 Harnessing What Works Well Now in Future Strategic Action
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An Integrated Strategic Framework
To deliver on these objectives, a strategic framework is proposed across three key
strands of activity – inform, connect and broker – by a creative, public, private
partnership, facilitated by the Local Enterprise Office of Donegal County
Council.
1. Inform … people of potential opportunities and inform a coherent identity for
Donegal’s creative sectors
Donegal’s identity can be perceived as isolated and resilient – and as a county with
strong communities and Gaeltacht heritage. An extraordinary landscape and
traditions of the past inspire contemporary culture and creativity. This authentic
resilience in the people and the place is a key concept in unlocking the potential for
creative entrepreneurship. Raising awareness locally of the value of creative sectors
and harnessing what already exists can inform future creative advantage.
2. Connect … people across different disciplines and activities
This character of resilience is reflected in the people and in local stories, in creative
content, in makers and products, in heritage skills and innovation. It is the experience
of engaging with Donegal’s resilience that can be better connected and promoted to
attract more people to Donegal as a destination to learn creative skills, for niche
creative products, and for cultural tourism in the most northerly route of the Wild
Atlantic Way. Engaging people locally, and the diaspora globally can support
creative innovation and entrepreneurship, and broaden the market for Donegal
products and services.
3. Broker … partnerships around creative innovation
Donegal offers great diversity - from fiddle playing to textiles, film to fashion, music
production to storytelling, language to design. There is, however, a perceived
disconnect within the creative sectors, with other sectors in the county, and with
partnerships across creative, public, business, education and tourism sectors to
realise the potential for cluster development - harnessing traditional skills – and better
connecting Donegal creative enterprise to national hubs and international networks
through the diaspora.
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Overview of Strategic Action Plan
The proposed action plan to deliver on the objectives is illustrated below. The
immediate opportunity is to harness existing creative activity and pool existing
agency resources into the seven projects identified for action over an initial 2-3 year
implementation phase. This phase provides a platform to nurture talent and sustain
employment in the creative sectors. The implementation of the projects through a
Creative Partnership will demonstrate what works best for Donegal, and provide an
evidence base for future investment in the ideas identified for niche clusters of
excellence to be developed in the longer term.

Fig. 4 Overview of the Strategic Action Plan
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SECTION ONE: THE NEED AND THE OPPORTUNITY
1.1 About the Strategic Action Plan Process
This Strategic Action Plan provides a flexible framework for collaborative action
to support creative entrepreneurship in Donegal. The core purpose is to realise
the creative business opportunity, set in the wider policy context of supports for
Cultural and Creative Industries (CCI).
The Action Plan was initiated by the Local Enterprise Office, Donegal County
Council, was produced by MCO Projects, and is informed by:
a) National and international practice in unlocking the potential of the creative
sectors for entrepreneurship; and
b) Engagement with key local authority, agency and creative sector
stakeholders in Donegal on current and longer term opportunities to better
support creative entrepreneurship.
As there is no agreed definition of a CCI sector, or agreed language around who the
creative entrepreneurs are in Ireland, the stakeholders who engaged in this action
planning process for Donegal are from across the diverse design, arts, cultural and
creative industries - as defined in the KEA landmark study The Economy of Culture
2006 for the European Commission (EC).1
The Western Development Commission (WDC) Creative West report 2 identifies that
CCI account for 3.1% of total employment in the region – so similar to the levels
identified by the EC for employment in Europe. The Creative Edge8 initiative identified
407 creative businesses in Donegal operating in 2011.
In 2014 order to communicate with stakeholders at the outset of this strategic planning
process, a database of the Donegal creative sectors was developed by the Local
Enterprise Office through sharing available contacts within different agencies.
A sense of common purpose emerged from the stakeholder process for priority
actions in 2015 to address immediate challenges identified, as well as ideas for
longer term development, see Fig 3. Critically, all stakeholders agreed that the
initiative has to be driven by creative stakeholders, working collaboratively with
support agencies, to enable the right conditions for creative entrepreneurship.
The first priority identified for 2015 is to harness the momentum achieved, and
establish a Creative Partnership mechanism to enable collaborative action
and sustain implementation of a longer term shared vision for Donegal. The
second priority is to ‘map’ and audit the creative sectors across the county who wish
to engage in creative entrepreneurship. It will build upon the previous Cultural
Compass project and other initiatives carried out by Donegal County Council, and
existing research by the Western Development Commission.
The mapping and audit outcome will provide a basis for implementing evidence based
supports for creative sectors and for measuring the impact of actions over time. MCO’s
initial mapping of some of these sectors is at Figure 1, but is for illustrative purposes
only and is not comprehensive. Some ideas for niche cluster development that
emerged from the process are also included in this Report. These are potential longer
term opportunities for Donegal, however, further engagement and research is required
to realise a fully developed strategy and shared vision for the county.
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Fig.5 The Process for the Strategic Action Plan
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1.2 Needs and Opportunities Identified with Donegal Creative Sectors
A critical part of this initiative was the stakeholder engagement process, see Fig 5. The
proposed Action Plan takes into account the opportunity identified with creative sectors
and public sector stakeholders within the wider strategic policy context of supporting
CCI. It also builds upon previous engagement with the creative sectors by Donegal
County Council, the Donegal CDB Cultural Forum, the Western Development
Commission, Creative State NorthWest3, and Enterprise Ireland among others.
The process involved initial ‘soundings’ with key agencies and creative sector
stakeholders; facilitated open workshops; 1:1 meetings and phonecalls; an on-line
survey; an info point and a keynote speech by Michael Tunney, Local Enterprise Office
at the Inspire Creativity, Engage Enterprise event at Allingham Festival 2014. Feedback
was invited from stakeholders to the documented workshop outcomes shared by email
and are on the Local Enterprise Office website. In tandem with this, the process also
involved direct communication on policy and development initiatives through the Local
Enterprise Office with public sector agencies. Following the open stakeholder
engagement process, an interim Strategic Review Group of creative, public, and
private sector stakeholders came together to review this Action Plan, so that it reflects
the common purpose that emerged from the wider group of stakeholders.
The open 1:1 conversations and meetings, and on-line survey explored opportunities
for Donegal. Findings were distilled at workshops focused upon these topics:
1. What the creative sectors in Donegal look like now, and what future success
could look like?
2. What supports works well that can be built upon in enabling the right
conditions for creative entrepreneurship?
3. What networks and cultural assets can be harnessed in future development?
4. Which ideas for action should be prioritised to resolve challenges identified?
5. How to design the right delivery mechanism for collaborative action?
The outcome of this process, at a high level, is that there is strong interest in greater
cohesion, in collaboration with agencies, and a demand from creatives for strategic
supports harnessing what works well now. There are diverse perspectives, but most
people are of one mind about the opportunity to ‘open up’ Donegal more for new
opportunities within and beyond the county through innovative partnerships facilitated
by the Local Enterprise Office.
The stakeholders immediately identified that creative enterprises are mostly individuals
or micro enterprises, and activity is at an early stage dispersed across the county albeit Donegal is internationally recognised for some high profile music, textiles, and
crafts. There is also a perceived lack of cohesion across the creative sectors and this
gives rise to a lack of visibility of their value for the county. This is characteristic of
creative sectors across Europe. For example, the study on the Entrepreneurial
Dimension of CCI in Europe 20104, identifies that 80% of creative enterprises are microenterprises or sole traders - differentiating their particular needs within the SME sector.
Clarity of purpose is considered critical to successful implementation. So, regardless
of the lack of definition of a cohesive ‘creative sector’, the purpose identified is to
connect with people who wish to engage with creative entrepreneurship with an ‘open
door’ attitude – whether from the arts, cultural, design or creative industries.
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It is recognised that for these diverse creative practitioners there are significant
opportunities and testing challenges facing them. Common to all, whether graduate,
freelancer, micro-enterprise or SME, there is a need to find new models for cultural
value, for sustaining livelihoods in rural areas, and for securing new revenue streams
for creative products and services that have been transformed by digital technologies.
At a high level, additional challenges can be summarised as:
 lack of visibility of the profile and of the multi-faceted value of the creative
sectors for the county
 need for long term projects of scale for impact to benefit everyone, as
well as short term actions
 more networking and mentoring with other creative and social
entrepreneurs
 better use and awareness of existing spaces and supports for creatives
 perception that opportunities for joint initiatives are not being harnessed
 greater communication between the sector and with other sectors within
the county
 business skills development, training in creative niche skills
 need for supports that are tailored for the nature of creatives practice
 prioritising people-based resources to enable and ‘broker’ connections
and initial projects to establish a platform for sustainable development
 taking an outwards looking approach to the strategic actions enabled
through partnerships at regional, national and international levels
On opportunities for action, individuals rated different priorities that were likely
most important for their own practice in the workshops, however in group work
there was broad agreement on the initial priority actions to:
1. Map and audit the creative sectors to inform an evidence based
approach to strategic actions and cluster development;
2. Establish a partnership mechanism to facilitate, broker and enable
collaborative action;
3. Test tailored supports to nurture, mentor, and accelerate creative
entrepreneurship.
New opportunities do exist for people in Donegal to deliver on actions identified
through active participation in cross-border and European Commission programmes
devised to grow local economies through creative innovation. Some of the
stakeholders participated in previous local and European initiatives, and shared what
worked well for them. However there were low levels of awareness of these projects
among many stakeholders. There was also low levels of awareness of new EC
programmes that are specifically for creative sectors to contribute innovation as part
of the solution to sustain and grow the European economy. For example, the all island
ID2015, Creative Europe 2020 5 and European Design Innovation initiatives are
promoting design as a strategy to deliver better products, services, stronger brands
and to attract people to new markets. There was keen interest expressed to find out
more about ID2015 and specific EC programmes that are available for public sector
supports for creative entrepreneurship, for creative businesses and for co-creation.
A need to have an evidence base for investment in supports for local creative sectors
was a common theme, particularly if applications for Creative Europe were to be
developed to support big impact ideas. There was also a common theme of ‘benefits
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for all’ across the county – a need to create real impact, taking a long term view to
develop some sustainable ‘big’ ideas.
Some emerging ideas for niche cluster development are suggested in this report.
These are informed by what distinguishes Donegal in an international context, as well
as challenges for Donegal where a perceived sense of ‘isolation’ or lack of
connectedness to major creative hubs is creating a sense of being ‘left behind’. Further
engagement and research is required to realise a fully developed strategy and shared
vision on these ideas for the county. The seeds of a creative eco-system exist and
there is broad enthusiasm to harness this in a collective effort to support and better
connect the creative sectors as a key focus for the county’s local economy and identity.
It is evident that there is great energy among talented people already co-creating and
collaborating in Donegal. There is strong interest in supporting grassroots activity and
enabling the right conditions for the next wave of talent who need new opportunities.
This can be realised by “joining the dots” - between Donegal County Council,
practitioners, educators, enterprise and tourism agencies - towards a common
purpose of unlocking opportunity for the creatives in the county.
This is already starting as the Local Enterprise Office team is engaging with the cultural
division and public sector agencies to seek opportunities for collaboration in the
delivery of supports for the creative sector, including with the Local Community
Development Committee to inform the Local Economic Community Plan6. A number of
organisations and agencies, including the former CDB Cultural Forum, the Cultural
Services division of Donegal County Council, the Donegal Film Office, LYIT and CoLab,
Craft Networks and enterprise agencies, provide different sector supports. An
immediate need identified by the creatives was for greater understanding and visibility
of existing supports available. This is something the Local Enterprise Office already
committed to doing at the stakeholder workshops.
Overall, a common sense of purpose emerged around an integrated approach
to creating long term impact with multi-faceted benefits for people in Donegal as opposed to one-off or short term actions. It is evident to all that this requires
a holistic approach to policy development and planning in the county, hence the
wider local, regional, national and European policy context is key to success.
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Fig.6 Strategic Fit with Policy
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1.3 Strategic Fit with Local, Regional, National, and European Policy
The rationale for establishing a Creative Partnership in Donegal to enable
collaborative action is informed by existing policy and research into the multifaceted benefits of the creative sectors that go beyond entrepreneurship - into
cultural, social and innovation development. This Local Enterprise Office,
Donegal County Council initiative to better support creative entrepreneurship is
timely as there is a strategic fit with a number of current policy initiatives as
illustrated at Figure 5.
In the North West, the Western Development Commission (WDC) has particularly
identified Cultural and Creative Industries (CCI) as an opportunity for rural areas
and sets a relevant context for Donegal. Building on the “Creative West”2 report
of 2009, the WDC identified potential for 17,000 new employment opportunities
and an additional 5% exports to a value of €100million by 2020 in their Economic
Impact Assessment in 20117. It is noteworthy that the Creative West and the
subsequent NUIG Creative Edge Policy Toolkit 8 take a holistic view of how the
arts, cultural and creative industries should be supported as an integrated
cultural eco-system to best benefit local and regional future development.
In Ireland, the lack of a national policy, definition or strategy for CCIs does present
challenges for Donegal. Both in Ireland and in Europe there are different perceptions
– and some conflicting views – on how better supports for CCIs can best be realised.
However, it is clear from existing practice and research that an enabling cultural
ecosystem is a critical starting point for entrepreneurship as it underpins a sustainable
creative economy. The inspiration for many creatives work is rooted in place - the
landscape, people, heritage and stories. The current crisis in sustaining the arts and
cultural sectors in Ireland therefore has to be taken into consideration in the vision for
creative entrepreneurship in Donegal. Sustaining and enabling existing supports for
creatives in Donegal, such as those provided by Donegal County Council Cultural
Services, the Arts Council and the Design and Crafts Council of Ireland (DCCoI), forms
the bedrock of talent, skills, inspiration and creativity locally.
Existing National reports for particular sectors are relevant for Donegal’s future
development. In general, research identifies that the creative industries are not yet
reaching their potential, and propose a number of recommendations for sustainable
sector growth. These include: Creative Capital - Building Ireland’s Audiovisual
Creative Economy (2011)9; Indecon Report on the Crafts Industry in Ireland
(2013) for DDCoI10; and Energising Ireland’s Rural Economy (2014) 11, which
builds on the WDC/NUIG economic impact assessment “The creative sector in
the western region – Future Growth Trajectories (2011).7
In relation to creative entrepreneurship - the focus of this initiative - the 2015 Action
Plan for Jobs12 is particularly relevant. Supports are for entrepreneurship,
apprenticeships, and through the €250m investment in Regional Development
providing opportunity for Donegal. The report notes there is “a new support network to
drive entrepreneurship, working through Local Enterprise Offices at regional level”. It
also highlights that “Strong cooperation between employers and the education and
training system has proved to be crucial in developing responses to skills needs” and
that “Direct engagement with the diaspora from a local level has the potential to open
up local investment and job opportunities.” Included are priorities for ‘job creation
potential of investment in the arts, culture and film sector… and in the Gaeltacht.
Opportunities for Donegal also include the Irish Design ID2015; a ‘Startup Gathering’;
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an Entrepreneur Partnering Programme, and the Startup Refunds for Entrepreneurs
Scheme (SURE). Relevant policy initiatives in 2015 include a new Enterprise Policy
Strategy Statement and a Tourism Action Plan.
1.4 Strategic Fit with Cross-border and European Policy
In Europe there is an increasing focus on the intrinsic value of the cultural and creative
sectors for regions, as well as in enabling entrepreneurship and innovation. A recent
commitment has been made by the European Commission (EC) to better assess the
value - intrinsic and spill-over - of the creative sectors. Previous research shows that
Europe’s CCI sector accounts for a value of €560 billion added to GDP in 2008,
representing 4.5% of EU GDP and employing 3.8% of the EU workforce.
Donegal creatives have participated in projects such as Creative Edge, 4CNW
Creative State that were supported by the EC, as illustrated at Figure 6. These projects
along with Honeycomb, Atlantic Arc and Cultural Compass provide a platform to learn
what works well and inform further development. An immediate opportunity as
promoted by the Arts Council is the EC Creative Europe 2020 programme with €1.46
billion 2014 – 2020 to “support tens of thousands of artists, cultural and audiovisual
professionals and organisations in the performing arts, fine arts, publishing, film, TV,
music, interdisciplinary arts, heritage, and the video games industry”. These measures
‘intend to help the cultural and creative sectors to seize the opportunities of the ‘digital
age’ and globalisation’.

Fig.6 Some Existing Support Programmes for Creatives

The investment is not only to support the creative sectors themselves, but to enable
them to connect with other sectors at local and transnational levels as research shows
they have a positive and significant effect on the growth rate of local GDP. For example,
the European Competitiveness Report 201013 highlights that “creative industries
stand out because of their propensity for innovation” and that “they are not only
innovators themselves but have also been an important driver for innovation [as] they
account for increasing inputs in the development of other sectors”. This level of future
investment demonstrates the recognition the EC places on the multi-faceted benefits
of cultural and creative industries – in generating value, retaining creative and talented
people in regions, promoting cultural tourism, adding to social cohesion and
community confidence.
Recent EC policy on innovation also provides opportunity for Donegal to develop
projects and services that can create long term impact to benefit the County. “Cluster
2020”14 identified the impact of creative clusters on local and regional levels and stated
how the sector is particularly key to innovation in today’s networked economy. They
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also noted how qualitatively the sector contributes “spill-over” effects, particularly in
the development of creative ideas and new business models for the digital age. A key
issue is to find new models to assess the current value and benefits of the creative
sectors in terms of intrinsic as well as spill–over impacts to the economy.
The Cluster 2020 Report notes that the added value of the creative sectors is
that they not only ‘possess strong innovation and ideas potential themselves but
can create new user experiences’ and enhance products with a design
sensitivity and an ‘emotional appeal’. This is particularly advantageous in today’s
networked society where we have changed from passive consumers to more
active prosumers, and services and products are often co-created by multidisciplinary teams. New opportunities exist for people in Donegal to resolve
societal, environmental and cultural challenges through active participation in
cross-border and European Commission programmes devised to grow local
economies through creative innovation. For example, the European Design
Innovation and Creative Europe initiatives promote design as a strategy to
deliver better products, services, stronger brands and to attract people to new
markets. Specific EC programmes are available for public sector supports for
creative entrepreneurship, for creative businesses and for design co-creation.
The current ID2015 all island Irish Design initiative provides an opportunity to
particularly explore design-led innovation in Donegal in collaboration with
industry and public services – with transnational partners in Europe. A recent
report Design Driven Innovation sets out ‘why it matters for SME competitiveness’
and the potential value to the Irish economy, published by the Northern and
Western Regional Assembly in 2015 15.
The recent European Creative Industries Alliance (ECIA) 16 new policy agenda is also
relevant as it states that the potential ‘capacity of the creative industries to generate
growth, jobs and stimluate innovation in the whole economy is proven and recognised’.
The ECIA states that the micro enterprises and SMEs in the creative sectors ‘struggle
with the challenges of digitisation, protection and exploitation of intangible value,
access to finance and business development’. Building on the learnings from concrete
actions across Europe (including Sligo-led 4CNW) ECIA recommends three main
supports to address this: 1) Stimulate innovation by cross-sectoral collaboration; 2)
Build better business support and access to finance in regional ecosystems; and 3)
Measure and raise awareness of the value of CCIs as a key driver of innovation and
growth.
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In Donegal this National and European policy sets the wider context for the
Strategic Action Plan. The opportunity is to create the right conditions for creative
entrepreneurship through co-ordinated action by the Local Enterprise Office,
Donegal County Council, enterprise and tourism support agencies, education
providers and creative sectors. The added value of this initiative is to engage in
longer term planning for niche creative cluster development and harness what
works well for creative activity on the ground – supported by EC investment –
and to potentially benefit everyone in the county. There are many lessons to
learn from case studies that address challenges and opportunities identified for
Donegal in implementation.

1.5 Learnings from Case Studies: Opportunities Identified for Donegal
Creating virtual spaces to map and connect the sectors
Developing a Creative Network and an online community can enable creative
sectors to share common interests and goals, regardless of a dispersed physical
location. From simple social media platforms to high-tech digital platforms and
live creative directories, providing spaces to connect virtually can add v alue to
people based networks. Mapping and auditing creative sectors is a first step in
establishing a creative network in Donegal that can provide an evidence base
for focussed investment in development. An established creative network can
then raise visibility and enable knowledge exchange, which in turn increases the
opportunity for innovative collaborations. The recent ECIA report and the WDC
research policy highlights the importance of better measuring the impact and
dynamics of the creative sectors.

Cisco are creating a ground-breaking digital
platform, as a critical component to British
Innovation Gateway, the National Virtual
Incubator (NVI). At NVI hubs or ‘nodes’ you can
gather virtually in an online community. Its main
goal is to help accelerate the growth of start-up
and SME businesses.
Image from nvinetwork.com
The Creative Industries Network European
Window is a European project to support CCIs.
Led by Mayo County Council it provides a
Facebook page as a shared platform for its
members to share news and promote their
activities. The network also had a shared
marketing platform at Showcase 2015.
Image from www.cinew.eu
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Swell Sligo is a sector-led network for the web,
creative and entrepreneur community. The
initiative shares the experience and stories
behind Sligo’s leading creative game-changers
and entrepreneurs that offer real-world insight
into the mechanics of creativity, web and
enterprise. Designed to spark collaboration and
inspire individuals to execute their ideas. Swell
Sligo initially connected through a series of
Supper Clubs in Strandhill.

Images of Swell Sligo by MCO
PROJECTS

Image from
www.mycreativeedge.eu
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My Creative Edge is a website showcase for the
creative industries in the West of Ireland,
Northern Ireland, Västerbotten (Sweden) and
Northern Finland. The site enables you to find a
product (as a consumer or trade buyer), contract
a business/freelancer to provide a creative
service, or collaborate with the right partner from
a creative discipline. The aim is to increase
international business for creatives in the four
regions and to improve job prospects for new
creative graduates.

Connecting across diverse disciplines and business activities
An open creative network can connect people across diverse disciplines and stimulate
the translation of ideas into enterprise. Within creative enterprises multi-disciplinary
teams can enable innovation and co-creation of new products and services.
Connecting a Donegal creative network with research, education and industry sectors
on real challenges can enable unexpected “collisions” through design thinking, that
often result in innovation in products and services
Windmill Lane Recording,
Video Production and PostProduction and the VFX
Alliance are collaborating in
international markets to
develop a content industry
focus for Irish talent.

Image from
www.windmilllanerecording.com
Qubizm,
DerryLondonderry:
A
collaboration to design and
create
innovative
and
inspiring
teaching
and
learning
resources
for
mathematics. It has quickly
entered the international
market
facilitated
by
animation and translation
input to enable multi-lingual
virtual
product
demonstrations.
Behind Pixar’s string of
successes is a ‘peer driven’
process
for
solving
problems through team
dynamic.
Writers, artists
and engineering creatives
interacting on new work,
ideas
and
scripts.
Technology inspires art and
art
challenges
the
technology.17
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Image from www.qubizm.co.uk

Image from www.pixar.com

Shared spaces to meet, learn, work, and showcase
Multi-purpose co-working spaces designed for creative sectors to connect, work, learn
and showcase can be a catalyst for creative innovation and entrepreneurship. Better
utilising existing spaces in Donegal through pop-up opportunities or existing resources
such as libraries, cultural and education centres can provide cost effective and
accessible ways for emerging micro-enterprises to develop. Sector focussed events
inspire creative ideas, and connect disciplines.
Hive @ Central is a discovery space for business
entrepreneurs, combining elements of a coworking space with expert library fact-finding
services and resources, and start-up expertise
utilising community library space, in Phoenix,
Arizona.

Image from
www.phoenixpubliclibrary.org
PrettyvacanT repurposes vacant Dublin properties
as temporary exhibition spaces and using a
network of artists to conceive and curate shows
that respond directly to the vacant space.
PrettyvacanT Dublin allows artists to exhibit their
work in a more visible environment, whilst bringing
art to wider ‘everyday’ audience. After 12 shows
attracting over 5,000 visitors and Mayoral Support,
PrettyvacanT Dublin is fast-becoming
a
permanent fixture on the Dublin cultural
landscape.
Image from
www.prettyvacantdublin.com
Culture Tech, Derry-Londonderry; Offset, Dublin.
Sector focussed events such as Culture Tech and
Offset provide opportunity to better connect the
sector through networking and a platform for
connecting within the creative industries.
Image from
www.windmilllanerecording.com
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Bespoke programmes, skills development and accelerators
There are regional, national and international programmes that work well to support
creative sectors. Many have secured EC support for transnational knowledge
exchange, skills development and potential export growth for local creative
entrepreneurs. Projects in the North West and Donegal include pilot mechanisms such
as innovation vouchers, accelerator programmes, which can be built upon in niche
cluster development. Design-led innovation is a key strategy for business in delivery of
better products and resolving complex challenges, for public sector good design puts
people first improving the experience, quality and effectiveness of services.
Thomastown Ceramics School, Kilkenny. The
Design & Crafts Council of Ireland’s (DCCoI)
Ceramic Skills and Design Training Course is a
unique programme designed to equip
graduates with the practical skills to develop
careers in the ceramics industry. Now in its
twenty-first year, this extremely successful
course has established an excellent reputation
in the industry both nationally and
internationally.

Image from
www.nationalcraftgallery.ie
4CNW was a cross sectoral innovation voucher
scheme led by Sligo County Council with
partners in Northern Ireland and Scotland. The
aim of the project was to stimulate innovation in
small and micro-enterprise through the use of
creative skills. Talent vouchers were allocated
to SMEs allowing the business to employ a
creative professional to work with them to solve
an identified creative challenge. A brokered
match making service was delivered by
regional brokers.

Image from 4CNW’s Brokering
Creative Advantage Report
www.eciaplatform.eu
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The Ebrington Creative Hub has a target to
support 50 jobs over the coming years. The
Stables Building in Ebrington Square become a
unique venue celebrating the work of a group of
international craft artists. The new initiative will
provide much-needed space and support for
inspired individuals, entrepreneurs and creative
businesses to make their mark in the local
fashion and textile design sector.

Image
www.bbc.co.uk
NDRC is an early stage investor in innovation,
making ventures happen by investing in startups
and improving the environment in which ventures
can grow. In 2014 NDRC was ranked as one of
the global top 25 University Business Incubators.

Image
www.ndrc.ie
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Harnessing cultural heritage and contemporary culture
The inspiration for many creatives work is rooted in ‘place’ – the landscape, people,
heritage and the stories. An enabling cultural environment underpins the creative
economy. Donegal’s landscape, strong heritage and creative traditions of textiles,
music, language and storytelling can inspire new ways for creative entrepreneurs to
apply these skills and innovate for the content creation marketplace, and for cultural
tourism opportunities.
Brown Bag Films is an Animation company
producing works of original creation for
international markets. Founders met at an
incubation programme ICE Temple Bar in
the 1990s. Give Up Yer Aul Sins is based on
the Academy Award® nominated short film
by Brown Bag Films. The episodes
humorously re-enact original recordings of
Dublin schoolrooms in the 1960s.

Image www.brownbagfilms.com
Inspired by traditional Iñupiaq folklore
Never Alone is narrated entirely in Iñupiaq
with 10 language options for subtitles at
release. It is the first title in a dynamic new
genre of video games—bringing traditional
stories from indigenous cultures to global
audiences in innovative ways through the
immersive power of video games.

Image www.neveralonegame.com

Botany Weaving, began as a traditional
weaving company in Cork in 1934, making
tweed apparel. In the 1990s they began to
apply their skills to the aviation industry.
Today it is one of the largest aviation interior
textile suppliers in the world and is a leading
provider of transportation textiles.

Image The Little Museum of Dublin
(via Twitter)
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Creating platforms for raising visibility and design-led innovation
Culture Night has some 350,000 people visiting
museums, galleries, historic houses, artists’
studios and cultural centres across the country.
The initiative has captured both the public
imagination and the enthusiasm of artists and
cultural organisations.

Image www.culturenight.ie
ID 2015 is an all-island initiative to showcase the
best of Irish design, both nationally and
internationally. By encouraging investment in
design as a key component of competitiveness
and innovation, the overall objective of the
initiative is to sustain and grow employment
opportunities and sales and export potential for
the Irish design sector into the future.

Image www.irishdesign2015.ie
Harnessing Creativity connects the creative and
business talent of Counties Leitrim, Fermanagh
and Tyrone, with the aim of revitalising this
border region economically in a way that can be
replicated elsewhere in Europe.

Image
www.omaghenterprise.co.uk

Reaching the audience or consumer is critical for all enterprises. Creating shared
platforms and programmes to showcase, exhibit, market and promote activity can
enable micro-enterprises to reach a wider audience or consumer base and raise
awareness of the benefits of creativity. Existing cultural events, festivals and networks
in Donegal can be better harnessed to develop new markets, and international
networks through the Diaspora. Cohesive branding and identity that can work
alongside existing identities works well for diverse place based strategies.
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Snapshot of key words used by stakeholders to describe Donegal creative sectors now
Image created using tagxedo.com
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SECTION TWO – AN INTEGRATED STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK
2.1 An Integrated Strategic Framework
Aim
The overall aim is to create the right conditions for creative entrepreneurship in
Donegal by:
• Increasing the profile and the business skills of creative entrepreneurs
• Inspiring new creative ideas and enterprises through cross-sectoral
collaboration
• Contributing to the sustainability of Donegal’s cultural heritage and identity
as a creative, resilient place
Key Objectives
The high level objectives of the Strategic Action Plan are to:
• Develop a shared vision and identity to be realised for the creative
sectors in Donegal.
• Provide a focal point for information on business supports and a ‘live’
profile of the creative sectors to enable exchange of ideas and
stimulate new opportunities.
• Deliver appropriate interventions and investment to support creative
enterprises through collaborative action by different support agencies
active in economic development.
• Deliver tailored courses and supports to strengthen creative sectors
entrepreneurship skills at local area based levels.
• Stimulate demand for the creative sectors services and products
through promotional and marketing activities, particularly in current
cultural tourism, sports and food initiatives.
• Enable cross-sectoral collaboration and ‘creative partnerships’
between creative entrepreneurs industries and education institutions
to foster a pipeline of emerging talent.
• Seek cross border opportunities at European levels for better access
to finance, to deliver supports for innovation and to strengthen
international trade and exports, enabled through smart technologies.
• Develop niche clusters of excellence distinctive to Donegal to catalyse
a critical mass of enterprises in creative sectors, such as creative
content, music, textiles and language, and to inspire creativity across
the community.
• Stimulate employment opportunities and connections between creative
sectors, other business sectors, and within public services in the County, to
better enable creative innovation in products and services.
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An Integrated Strategic Framework
To deliver on these objectives, a strategic framework is proposed across three key
strands of activity – inform, connect and broker – by a creative, public, private
partnership, facilitated by the Local Enterprise Office of Donegal County
Council.
1. Inform … people of potential opportunities and inform a coherent identity for
Donegal’s creative sectors
Donegal’s identity can be perceived as isolated and resilient – and as a county with
strong communities and Gaeltacht heritage. An extraordinary landscape and
traditions of the past inspire contemporary culture and creativity. This authentic
resilience in the people and the place is a key concept in unlocking the potential for
creative entrepreneurship. Raising awareness locally of the value of creative sectors
and harnessing what already exists can inform future creative advantage.
2. Connect … people across different disciplines and activities
This character of resilience is reflected in the people and in local stories, in creative
content, in makers and products, in heritage skills and innovation. It is the experience
of engaging with Donegal’s resilience that can be better connected and promoted to
attract more people to Donegal as a destination to learn creative skills, for niche
creative products, and for cultural tourism in the most northerly route of the Wild
Atlantic Way. Engaging people locally, and the diaspora globally can support
creative innovation and entrepreneurship, and broaden the market for Donegal
products and services.
3. Broker … partnerships around creative innovation
Donegal offers great diversity - from fiddle playing to film, textiles to fashion, music
production to storytelling, language to design. There is, however, a perceived
disconnect within the creative sectors, with other sectors in the county, and with
creative hubs in the North West and elsewhere. A core idea therefore is to broker
partnerships across creative, public, business, education and tourism sectors to
realise the potential for cluster development - harnessing traditional skills – and better
connecting Donegal creative enterprise to national hubs and international networks
through the diaspora.
The creative sectors in Donegal are supported by a range of local, regional and
national agencies, but there is a need for better coordination of actions to realise the
opportunity presented by Donegal’s creative and cultural strengths.
The Creative Cities Index Survey18 and report undertaken in 2012 by the KnowCities
partnership found that the ‘perception of openness and entrepreneurship’ in
Letterkenny scored lowest across the cities surveyed. Letterkenny also scored low
on strategic leadership and connectivity. Whilst the study recognises both its own
limitations and that the findings raise more questions than answers, it nonetheless
flags a need for greater promotion, celebration and strategic leadership for
creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship in the county. This initiative provides the
opportunity for the Local Enterprise Office of Donegal County Council to provide
leadership in better supporting creative entrepreneurship.
In creating the right conditions to support the translation of ideas and creative talent
into enterprise opportunities and new products and services, research demonstrates
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that a successful strategy is rooted in a “creative place”, an enabling environment and
cultural eco-system to underpin the creative economy. Only then can potential for
'spill-over impact' of contributing to jobs, quality of life, and sustainable livelihoods as
set out at 1.3 and 1.4 be realised.
A starting point is to retain, nurture and promote existing creative talent. Previous
research on CCIs at a European level indicates that there is a perceived disconnect
between grassroots creative sectors, support agencies, and other sectors. In
Donegal, it was identified that this initiative is timely as the Strategic Action Plan can
provide a platform for integrating opportunities such as those presented by the
Donegal Local Economic Community Plan19, the 2015 Action Plan for Jobs12, the
CEDRA report on Energising Ireland’s Rural Economy 20, the Wild Atlantic Way and
the Donegal Food Strategy21 among others.
Cross-sectoral collaboration is key to create the right conditions in the wider
enabling environment and unlock potential identified opportunities. Of those who
shared their thoughts with us on the on-line survey, 88% identified they would like to
get involved in a collective effort to support creative entrepreneurship. As the
enterprise agency within the Local Authority, the Local Enterprise Office can provide
a focal point for sharing information and address an identified need identified to
“promote what is available in support…update and inform the creative community”.
The Local Enterprise Office can deliver on this need by assisting creative practitioners
to navigate and access advice on funding and supports available to them at county,
national and European levels.
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2.2 Recommended Projects for Action
The proposed action plan to deliver on the objectives is illustrated below. The
immediate opportunity is to harness existing creative activity and pool existing
agency resources into the seven projects identified for action over an initial 2-3 year
implementation phase. This phase provides a platform to nurture talent and sustain
employment in the creative sectors. The implementation of the projects through a
Creative Partnership will demonstrate what works best for Donegal, and provide an
evidence base for future investment in the ideas identified for niche clusters of
excellence to be developed in the longer term.

Fig.4 Overview of the Strategic Action Plan
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Seven Recommended Projects
The projects recommended by the interim Strategic Review Group for action are:
1.

Creative Partnership
A creative, public, private partnership structure to enable integrated
planning and collaborative delivery co-ordinated by the Local Enterprise
Office.

2.

Mapping and Audit of Creative Sectors
Establishing the current profile of the creative sectors as well as
providing an evidence base for investment in cluster development.
Building on cultural mapping undertaken by Donegal County Council
and research by the Western Development Commission.

3.

Creative Networks and Workshops
Enhancing existing networks through establishing an open ‘live’ directory
for all creative sectors in the county; supporting virtual connections,
meet-ups, showcasing and ideas exchange at cultural and enterprise
events.

4.

Tailor Existing Business Supports
Increasing awareness and take up of existing enterprise supports, to be
aligned with the current needs and challenges identified for creative
sectors in rural areas such as business skills, sustaining revenue
streams and securing export growth.

5.

Skills and Accelerator Programme
Nurturing creative talent, entrepreneurship skills, and supporting
pathways to job creation and economic development. Connecting
creative networks to research, education, and other industry sectors,
bringing design thinking solutions to industry, environmental and societal
challenges.

6.

Access to Finance
Enabling better access to micro-finance and voucher mechanisms that
support creative innovation for entrepreneurs. Seeking funding supports
available for brokering knowledge exchange, cross-sectoral
collaboration, national and international programmes.

7.

Innovation Cluster Development
Unlocking new opportunities through better use of existing spaces for
co-working, curated programmes, cohesive marketing and development
supports for creative entrepreneurship. Raising visibility of the value of
creative sectors locally, and supporting cross-border and international
routes to new markets for local products and services.

Projects nos 1-4 recommended by stakeholders as priorities for 2015 will test,
refine and realise a shared vision for the projects nos 5-7. This initial
implementation phase will also further explore and assess the feasibility of the
ideas that emerged for longer term development set out in the following section.
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Project 1 Creative Partnership
Recommendation

Preferred
Outcomes

Indicative Costs
and Timeframe

Lead Partner
Potential partners
suggested

Establish a Creative Partnership of creative, private
and public sectors, as a simple structure to oversee
and
enable
the
collaborative
process
of
implementation. Small focused group representative of
sectors and actions identified for development so
membership is relevant to competencies, resources
and time of delivery.
 Commitment from key agencies and stakeholders
to achieve the funding and resources required to
realise the collaborative actions identified.
 The suggested mechanism is a Creative
Partnership coordinated through the Local
Enterprise Office with dedicated resources
committed within the different stakeholder groups,
and representatives from a Creative Network
established by the creative sectors.
 After initial groundwork by LEO secure a selfsustaining funding mechanism in longer term.
 Ring fence existing available resources
 Interim Strategic Review Group Q1 2015
 Creative Partnership established Q3 2015
 Co-ordination and personnel cost required for
Local Enterprise Office in Years 1&2 c €40-50,000
Local Enterprise Office
An Interim Review Group of creative, public, private
sector stakeholders who engaged in the process to date
has been set up to a) review and further the ideas for
action and b) put in place an appropriate delivery
mechanism and membership.

Rationale for the Recommended Project:
The approach is a phased implementation through collaborative action and to
connect with those who wish to engage in creative entrepreneurship regardless of definition of sectors. As set out in section 1.2 and 1.3 resolving
the challenges facing the creative sectors requires strong interest in
supporting grassroots activity and enabling the right conditions for the next
wave of talent. By “joining the dots” between the Local Enterprise Office and
other agencies towards a common purpose of unlocking opportunity for the
county, a Creative Partnership structure is needed.
The opportunity exists to contribute value and collaborate to regional initiatives and
enterprise strategies and the “opportunity to place renewed focus on local and rural
development” as stated in Action Plan for Jobs 12 2015. The Commission for the
Economic Development of Rural Areas (CEDRA) Report on Energising Ireland's
Rural Economy20 includes the recommendation for “the development of a
coordinated strategy for the Creative Industries that places a specific focus on
its potential to contribute to the development of the Rural Economy.”
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The Creative Cities Index Survey18 and report undertaken in 2012 by the KnowCities
partnership found that the ‘perception of openness and entrepreneurship’ in
Letterkenny scored lowest across the cities surveyed. Letterkenny also scored low
on strategic leadership and connectivity. Whilst the study recognises both its own
limitations and that the findings raise more questions than answers, it nonetheless
flags a need for greater promotion, celebration and strategic leadership for
creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship in the County.
The seven projects for the initial implementation will test and demonstrate what works
best for creative entrepreneurship in the county and provide a platform for longer
term strategic projects of scale and impact.
This level of co-ordinated action requires people-based resources in the initial
phases to establish the delivery mechanism and groundwork. It is
recommended that a ring fenced budget be provided within each partner
agency, with in-kind support and dedicated time based resources allocated
so that actions identified can be delivered. An administration budget is
required for the Local Enterprise Office to co-ordinate the partnership, a 2 year
timeframe 2015-2016 is recommended. The role should include seeking
appropriate funding opportunities from the private sector, and from EC
programmes that enable cross-border and transnational partnership
supporting creative sectors.
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Project 2 Mapping and Audit of Creative Sectors
Recommendation

Preferred
Outcomes

Establish a baseline of information about creative
sectors already operating out of County Donegal to
inform the future development of specific sectors.




Indicative Costs
and Timeframe







Lead Partner
Potential partners
suggested

A county mapping project that engages and maps
the sector and audits creative enterprise activity.
Creates a creative suppliers directory and a ‘live’
interactive resource.
The audit would identify further feasibility studies
required to inform the ideas for cluster development
Ring fence existing time based and budget
resources within Donegal County Council
In-kind support from LYIT on research, and
Western Development Commission
Co-operation from Creative Network to enable
ease of gathering data on the creative
practitioners and companies across the county
Sponsorship from private sector tech company on
the ‘live’ directory
C. 6 months in 2015 c €10,000

Donegal County Council – Community and Culture
Research supports – e.g. LYIT; WDC
Networks – e.g. Creative Sector Partners and Cultural
Events to gather data from creatives
Technology partners for interactive mapping and ‘live’
database – e.g. SpaceIAL
Shared data – e.g. other agency support providers EI;
Údarás; DCCOI

Rationale for the Recommended Project:
A key challenge is a lack of visibility and data, or detailed forecasting on the
current profile and value of the creative sectors at specific county level.
However, as set out in section 1.3, existing research by the WDC provides
recommendations for supporting the creative sectors in peripheral rural areas
relevant to Donegal. It is noteworthy that WDC policy takes a holistic approach
to the arts, cultural and creative industries as an integrated cultural ecosystem can best benefit local and regional future development. A critical
starting point is mapping and audit of the current status of the creative sectors
in order to design tailored and evidence based supports for development.
As also set out in section 1.4 the ECIA in their November 2014 report ‘Create,
Innovate, Grow16’ set out a new policy agenda to support the innovative
contributions of the creative sectors. One of three key recommendations is to:
(3) Measure and raise awareness of the value of the cultural and creative industries
as a key driver of innovation and growth.
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The reports also highlights the importance of better measuring the impact
and dynamics of the creative sectors as critical to building the evidence base
and addressing the wider issue that the “creative industries need a stronger
voice as an industry in order to contribute and benefit from overarching policy
strategies.”
It is recommended that a detailed mapping and audit is undertaken in the first 6
months of implementation in 2015 through pooling inter-agency resources and
engaging creatives. The existing methodology applied by the WDC at regional level
should be applied so that with wider context and trends in development can be
integrated in measuring and monitoring progress. The existing directories created
under 4CNW Creative State and the MyCreativeEdge projects should be explored for
expanding the online presence for creatives in Donegal.
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Project 3 Creative Network and Workshops
Recommendation

Get the groundwork in place to establish a platform for
sector-led information sharing and connections.
The network can be enabled and informed by a series of
sector workshops and events facilitated by the Local
Enterprise Office and other partners.

Preferred
Outcome








A self-sustaining sector-led network providing on
and off line spaces for sector information sharing and
exchange of ideas.
Physical hub(s) for the network and key sector
enterprise spaces for clustering activities.
An annual creative enterprise event of scale/impact
in the longer term providing sector ‘voice’ and
visibility
Connecting local grassroots and county
opportunities

Indicative Costs

People based resource and co-operation of creatives
Some administration costs likely required for
workshops and promotion of curated enterprise
programmes at cultural events

Lead Partner

Creatives on the Interim Strategic Review Group
 Creative-Sector champions and partners
 Local Enterprise Office, Donegal CoCo
 Existing Networks, Festivals and Events

Potential partners
suggested

Rationale for the Recommended Project:
Many creative networks, clusters and hubs nurturing talent and supporting
new enterprise are emerging across Ireland and many are happening
organically at grassroots level. There is already great energy among talented
people in Donegal and elsewhere in Ireland who are collaborating, providing
leadership and driving the creative agenda for their sectors or regions, for
example through initiatives such as the Donegal Designer Makers, Irish VFX +
Animation Summit, Digital Biscuit, Offset, Culture Tech, and Swell Sligo, and
the recent Inspire Creativity, Engage Enterprise at the in Donegal.
At the time of preparation of this Action Plan the Allingham Festival ‘Inspire
Creativity - Engage Enterprise’ was a great opportunity to raise awareness of
the Donegal initiative with a keynote speech from Michael Tunney, LEO, and
an Info Point set up with MCO. Over 108 ‘registered’ students participated in
creative workshops and seminars. With Ulster University and LYIT already
involved and NWRC likely involved, this event provides opportunity for the
Donegal creative initiative in 2015.
For the recommended Creative Partnership to work effectively, enabling
grassroots activity is key to getting the right approach. As set out in 1.2 the
stakeholders noted this initiative has to ‘come from within’ and be driven by
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creatives to enable the right conditions for creative. Supports for cultural
events and events that curate enterprise and innovation aspects into the
programme captures creatives where they meet and network.
There is an opportunity to harness the genuine enthusiasm and positive
energy in the creative community to better connect with agencies.
It is recommended that a Creative Network is formed in Donegal to enable
ease of communication and engagement of people across the County, and to
have a representative on the Creative Partnership.
Project 2 to map and audit the creative sectors can harness the opportunity to
engage and share information with the creative community at key existing
events and festivals in 2015. The recommendation is to deliver a series of
workshops, opportunities already identified by the Review Group include:
Month

Event

March

Local Enterprise Office Enterprise Week

April

LYIT: DICE Northwest
(Design / Innovation / Creativity / Enterprise)

June

The Allingham Project: DELVE
(Demonstrate, Explore, Link, Vision & Evidence)
Sea Sessions Surf and Music Festival

July

Earagail Arts Festival

September

Heritage Week

October

Donegal Bay and Bluestacks Festival

November

Allingham Festival
Guth Gafa International Documentary Festival
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Project 4 Tailor Existing Business Supports
Recommendation

Preferred
Outcomes

Using information from the mapping and audit
project the Local Enterprise Office can work with
the creative sectors, to review existing enterprise
supports and assess potential barriers to take up.










Existing Local Enterprise business supports
(SYOB, Digital Vouchers etc.) tailored for
the creative sectors.
An inter-agency
approach to
promote, target, navigate and
communicate enterprise supports
available to creative entrepreneurs in
Donegal.
A ‘navigation toolkit’ resource to
support the Local Enterprise Office
informing creative entrepreneurs on
supports available locally, regionally
and nationally.
Inter-agency enterprise events such as a
Creative
Idea’s
Week
or
Creative
Entrepreneur Award.
Programme of actions focusing on B2B,
international trade, skills exchange and cross
sector activity – delivering design-led tailored
supports to the creative sectors.

Indicative Costs
and Timeframe

Initial Implement Phase 2015 – 2016
Funding application required

Lead Partner

Local Enterprise Office
Údarás,
Enterprise
Ireland,
Development
Companies and Donegal CoCo services engaged
in information sharing of resources, supports and
collaborative actions.

Potential partners
suggested

Creative sector engagement informing barriers to
take up and how best to tailor existing supports to
be better suited to CCIs.
Rationale for the Recommended Project:
The Local Enterprise Office can provide a focal point for sharing information and
engage the different agencies and sectors in a cohesive strategy. This responds to
the local creative sector identified need to “promote what is available in
support…update and inform the creative community”.
As set out in 1.3 and 1.4 the ECIA recommendations identify the need for brokered
collaboration, both inter-agency and cross-sectoral, in order to access wider markets
through better business skills tailored for creatives. This is similar to the needs
identified in the Creative West report stating for example that of existing creative
businesses in the region, 66% do not access global markets, and only 5% of turnover
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is from exports and stating’ this points to the need for increased business skills
and entrepreneurial supports to access the international market for this sector.’
The WDC Creative Edge Policy Toolkit recommendations are of particular relevance
for Donegal. Their recommendations specifically identify this need for business skills
development among creative entrepreneurs “such as management, marketing and
broader business skills (writing business plans, identifying target markets, website
development, marketing using social media and on-line selling).” They also identify
that for many creative sectors their customers are other businesses noting that 90%
of sales in the AV sector in the west is B2B and highlighting that this is a causative
factor in location decisions and the high tendency for certain sectors to cluster. The
need for collaborations and networking is also highlighted and is consistently
referenced across the research with the sectors. WDC’s recommendations for
peripheral contexts also include ‘better use of on-line social networks to enable
networking and business collaboration’ and ‘better use of e-commerce to negate the
challenge of marginality and market access.’
Tailored supports should reflect design thinking and should be strongly customer
and user focused. By engaging with the creative sectors, the Local Enterprise Office
can review the design and delivery of existing of supports and road-test their
suitability to diverse creative sectors, whilst supporting creative sectors to build their
skills and capacity to best translate their ideas into sustainable livelihoods,
businesses, products or services that are market and customer focussed.
For business design-led strategy delivers better products, creative services, and
stronger brands attracting people to new markets. For the public sector, design puts
people first, improving the experience quality and effectiveness of public services.
Most successful and innovative companies use great design more effectively than
the competition to bring innovation into their programmes, products and services.
Whether start-ups or MNCs companies can use creative design methods as a means
to understand the needs of their customers, audiences and to resolve complex
problems. Stakeholder insights can result in better solutions and strategic advantage.
This all means that by ‘brokering’ connections between creative sectors and other
industry sectors and public services around design led innovation, new business
opportunities can be realised for local creative entrepreneurship.
As a first-stop-shop the Local Enterprise Office can assist creative entrepreneurs to
navigate and access advice on business supports available to them at county and
national levels to realise their ideas – but also to connect with other sectors using
design led innovation to help problem-solve and stimulate new ideas.
The recommendation is that the Local Enterprise Office can continue to engage with
the creative sector to tailor, raise awareness and increase take up of enterprise
supports already available. Additional funding will be required for the Local
Enterprise Office to deliver bespoke programmes in design-led innovation.
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Project 5 Skills and Accelerator Programme
Recommendation

Preferred
Outcome

Connect creatives to enterprise opportunities
working with Education and Training Boards (ETBs),
LYIT and partner institutions and organisations.











Creative entrepreneur and enterprise focused
events at existing creative sector festivals
Baseline information on existing creative skills
training programmes, hubs and venues in
Donegal
Collaborations with other sector supports,
agencies and skills providers – e.g. Music,
Language, ETB, LYIT, DCCOI, Screen Training
Ireland - to promote access to and deliver new
creative skills training opportunities across the
county.
Delivery of DCCOI FUSE programme in
Donegal providing clinics to develop the design
and innovation capabilities of the design/craft
sector, addressing product innovation and
potential to access new markets.
Creative sector partnership to design and deliver
a new bespoke sector-focussed Creative
Accelerator Programme.
Better connect pathways to progression for
creative skills development, enterprise support,
industry connections and regional exchanges.

Indicative Costs

People-based resource in Initial Implementation
Phase 2015 – 2016
Funding application required

Lead Partner

Local Enterprise Office & ETB
 ETB
 DCCOI
 LYIT
 Oideas Gael / Traditional Music Schools
 Key training resource hubs and venues – e.g.
Regional Cultural Centre; Balor Arts Centre;
Abbey Arts Centre

Potential partners
suggested

Rationale for the Recommended Project:
The Government’s National Policy Statement on Entrepreneurship in Ireland,
published in October 2014, is the first comprehensive national strategy for
entrepreneurship. To achieve its ambition to double the jobs impact of start up in
Ireland they identify the key interlocking elements that impact on entrepreneurship and
make up the entrepreneurship eco-system in Ireland:
 Culture, human capital and education;
 Business innovation and supports;
 Innovation;
 Access to finance;
 Networks and mentoring; and Access to markets
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As stated previously ‘creative place’ is a key ingredient in inspiring and retaining
talent, and enabling creative innovation and ideas that can be translated into
enterprise. Though there are often different motivations within arts, cultural and
creative industries, some characteristics and dynamics are common in social and
creative entrepreneurship. The cultural and creative industries are constantly
changing. As such they require a very flexible and new kind of support structure for
sustainability of livelihood and to foster growth; one that is low on bureaucracy and
high on flexibility and openness to co-creation.
Accelerator programmes are a key mechanism being employed as better practice in
supporting creative entrepreneurs. The trend towards accelerator programmes reflects
the greater agility, flexibility and strong focus on mentorship and industry connections
as a better fit for the creative sectors who operate in a dynamic, fast-paced and
constantly changing marketplace.
A critical part of successful accelerator programmes is the opportunities for pathway
to progression, connecting education, to start up, to industry. Accelerator programmes
can support creating opportunities for graduates and keeping creative entrepreneurs
in the County. The HEA Report22 noted that the “enhancement of progression pathways
between different levels of educational provision is the most urgent issue facing the
creative arts in the Dublin region.” The report also identified that “the research potential
apparent from collaborations between cultural and educational institutions appears to
be largely untapped as a research resource.” Among their key recommendations are
better partnerships with industry.
Nurturing creative talent, business competence and skill development through
mentoring in specialised co-working spaces with accelerator programmes can unlock
potential for creative entrepreneurship.
The Action Plan for Jobs 201512 states the Local Enterprise Office network “to play a
key role providing information, support and advice to small business on access to
finance issues, via appropriate training and provision of information, based on the
availability of up-to-date information or training from the appropriate third party
sources” and also to “Increase the level of startup support in Ireland by supporting
commercially managed accelerators.”
The recommendation is to connect to Education and Training Boards (ETBs), LYIT and
national colleges to enable creative entrepreneurship skills development, in particular
through the development of a Creative Accelerator programme. The co-ordination role
within the Local Enterprise Office is required to develop the detailed action plan and
secure funding proposals in 2015-2016.
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Project 6 Access to Finance
Recommendation

(a) Deliver a Donegal cross-sector
innovation voucher, modelled on the
NW Creative State pilot which has
been recognised as best practice
by the European Creative Industries
Alliance.
(b) Provide brokered support and
advice to Creative Entrepreneurs on
micro-finance options (e.g. WDC
Micro Loan Fund for Creative
Industries;
Strategic
Banking
Corporation; Angel Investment)

Preferred
Outcome





Innovation voucher programme
brokering creative sectors with
targeted sectors to inform the longer
term opportunity e.g. the initial
voucher could focus on stimulating
collaborations between (a) digital
and heritage and/or (b) textiles and
technology.
Brokered supports on micro-finance
options for creative sectors

Indicative Costs

People-based
resource
in
Initial
Implementation Phase 2015 – 2016
Funding application required

Lead Partner

Local Enterprise Office & Enterprise
Ireland
 Creative Sector Partners
 Regional, national and cross border
partnerships
e.g.
NW
Local
Enterprise
Offices
and
Local
Authorities; WDC; Northern Ireland;
 European partners e.g. ECIA;
Atlantic Arc

Potential partners
suggested

Rationale for the Recommended Project:
As set out in section 1.4 the ECIA focus on the specific needs for business supports
for the sector include cross-sector collaboration and access to finance. One of three
key recommendations is (2) Build better business support and access to finance in
effective regional ecosystems.
They identify innovation vouchers as a key mechanism and effective tool to
incentivise collaboration and deliver spill-over benefits. “For policy makers and
intermediaries spill-over is the objective while enabling cross-sectoral innovation is
the practical tool”.
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Highlighting the need for stronger orientation to business to business markets,
the ECIA identify that innovation voucher schemes, coupled with matchmaking
supports, are important to broker creative services to the wider economy.
This brokering role is a “key factor for intermediaries to facilitate successful
innovation and long lasting relations across sectors.” In delivering innovation
voucher schemes they identify that as a targeted support their usage should:
 focus on addressing particular barriers or opportunities,
 are especially effective when coupled with matchmaking and brokerage
services and
 should be delivered as part of a wider strategic approach for systematic
innovation support
The Cluster 2020 Final Conference in January 2015 recommended that micro
businesses and freelancers operate in “fragmented, niche markets where work is
often sporadic and/or nomadic in nature, demanding a specialised competence and
more personalised guidance and support”. Typically “CCI start-ups can kick start
new ideas with cash in the range of €5K-20K.” Such small amounts of seed capital is
increasingly obtained through crowd funding campaigns with angel investment in the
€20-50k level. Training creative entrepreneurs to interact with crowd funding experts,
angel investors is not enough. Brokering better understanding of creative sectors
among the private investors is also required. This is why the EC is setting up a new
programme of Loan Guarantee Facility for CCI entrepreneurs.
The Action Plan for Jobs 201512 is to support the financing of growth within the SME
sector to ‘ensure that the LEO network is a key conduit in providing information,
support and advice to small business on access to finance and strengthen the
linkages between enterprise capacity building, accessing finance and business
guidance’ as well as ‘facilitate and support the development of a more diverse range
of financing options for SMEs’.
The experience of the delivery of the Sligo-led 4CNW project that was showcased by
ECIA in November 2014 was that brokering people-based support was critical to
success in achieving the private sector investment in the creatives.
The recommendation is to broker potential funding mechanisms to support
creative enterprise capacity building and deliver a cross sector innovation
programmes. A co-ordination role within the Local Enterprise Office is required
to develop the detailed action plan and secure funding proposals in 2015-2016.
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Project 7 Innovation Cluster Development
Recommendation
Preferred
Outcome

A collaborative approach to cluster development and
progressing ideas for longer term strategic planning


Inter-agency policy adoption and commitment to
delivery of actions to explore big ideas,
An integrated strategic creative spaces strategy for
integrated resource planning around key regional
hubs and spaces for creative sectors to meet, work
and showcase
Feasibility study for niche creative clusters based on
sector mapping and audit evidence – textiles, music
and content development are potential areas





Indicative Costs

People-based resource in Initial Implementation Phase
2015 – 2016 required

Lead Partner

Creative Partnership

Potential partners
suggested










The Creative Partnership
Donegal County Council Community, Culture and
Planning, and the Local Enterprise Office
NW Regional Assembly
LYIT and CoLab
Enterprise Ireland
Creative Sector Partners
Údarás na Gaeltacht
Development Companies

Rationale for the Recommended Project:
The seven projects identified to support the creative sectors in Donegal have longer
term potential for catalysing authentic creative clusters in Donegal. Cluster strategies,
that is, the designation of targeted and integrated programmes, spaces and the
provision of direct or indirect financial support – is a mainstream policy approach to
strategically support the growth of the creative sectors.
The URBACT Creative Clusters in Low Density Urban Areas Network identified two
important measures for the promotion of the development of creative communities in
low density territorial areas as being (a) the establishment of creative learning
environments and (b) the identification and training of creative brokers as agents to
function as connectors between creative and traditional industries, creative sub
sectors and between arts, technology and business.
As set out in 1.3 the opportunity exists for the Local Enterprise Office to contribute
significant impact and add value to other strategic policy objectives, such as: the
Action Plan for Jobs 201512; HEA Creative Arts Review22; ID2015; Creative Capital
Report9; Arts Council Strategic Review23; ETBs. Focussing on the emerging themes
from consultation, the framework aims to test, enable and facilitate the organic
evolution of activity in the creative sectors. There is also strategic fit with the Donegal
County Development Plan’s economic development objective to ‘facilitate the
appropriate development of tourism throughout the County through the support of
sustainable tourism projects and the promotion of creative industries as a resource
subject to environmental, infrastructure and amenity considerations.’
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This objective is set within the wider context of The Border Regional Authority’s
Regional Planning Guidelines (RPG) (2010-2022)24 which sets out a framework for the
economic development of the Region and the County. It identifies key regional assets
and areas of enterprise potential. The RPG considers the assets of the region in terms
of the sectoral opportunities and identify the existing and potential elements for future
economic growth. Those identified for consideration include tourism and knowledge
based services as well creative culture (design, digital media, crafts and visual arts).
Nesta’s report Creative Clusters and Innovation 201025 was a leading piece of
research to map the UK’s creative cluster and acknowledges their great potential as
active players in local innovation systems. It notes that “it has long been recognised
that industrial clustering benefits businesses by giving them access to skilled staff and
shared services, and the opportunity to capture valuable knowledge spillovers. This is
equally true of creative businesses.”
Nesta identify a number of recommendations for policy making for creative
clustering relevant to developing niche sectors for Donegal:
- Catalyse latent clusters rather than try to build new ones from scratch
- Think about which sectors work well together
- Engage universities in promoting innovation for increasingly tech intensive
creative industries
- Help remove barriers to collaboration
In their research on the Creative Industries’ Role in Rural Development 26 the WDC note
that “Much of the policy debate surrounding the creative industries sector focuses on
urban areas. However, particular ‘place’ strengths of rural areas, such as quality of life,
the landscape and an area’s culture and heritage, can attract and retain creative
workers. Developing the creative sector in rural areas has the potential to generate
sustainable high quality enterprise and employment opportunities and contribute to
rural diversification.”
Similarly the URBACT Creative Clusters in Low Density Urban Areas Network, in their
contribution to the EC Green Paper27 also note that creative clusters can act as a
driving force for economic development in small urban centres and rural areas. They
too identify the need for harnessing place based strengths and promote moving
away from a one-size fits all approach to creative clustering and call for the adaptation
of policy and instruments suitable for rural contexts. In particular they “advocate that
in low density territorial areas the amenity based theory best suits reality.” They also
state that for rural areas “according to Evans 2009, there is a need to build on
competitive advantage based on distinction/niche markets and a diversity of
creative clusters, the link between ideas/design and manufacturing, as well as the
diverse histories/heritage.”
The ECIA number one of three key recommendations is:
(1) Stimulate innovation and growth by enabling cross sector collaboration.
For Donegal, the recommendation is to provide a dedicated resource within the Local
Enterprise Office and time-based resources identified in each agency in order to
maintain momentum and put in place the groundwork and seed funding required to
successfully deliver long term impact and benefits for all the county.
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Postcards from the edge – stakeholders at an open workshop visualise a future hightlight for Donegal
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SECTION THREE: IDEAS FOR LONGER TERM DEVELOPMENT
3.1 Strategic Planning – Integrating Cultural and Enterprise Strategic Action
The strong contribution made by the Cultural and Creative Industries (CCIs) to the
economy, society and quality of life is widely acknowledged in Ireland. The
importance of arts and culture in being debated and highlight and a new National
Strategy for Culture is due in 2016 (ref DACHG).
In Ireland and across Europe there are several different versions of the types of
industries and activities classified as being within the CCI sector. This confusion is
not helpful in improving understanding between arts, cultural, creative activity and
agencies supporting creativity. There is also some concern and debate about how
the focus on economic impact of the arts and cultural activity could have a negative
effect. “While the economic consequences are not and should not be the main
rationale for support of the arts, an understanding of the economic impacts is an
important component of the value of the arts.” (Indecon Arts Council Report 200928).
Part of the tension is that at the core is an arts and cultural sector, an organic ‘cultural
eco-system’ that is supported by the Arts Council; and at the other end of the
spectrum for example is the gaming industry, currently now worth more than the
Hollywood film industry. Over-emphasis on the economic or growth potential of the
CCI sector as a whole can lead to greater misunderstanding between creative
individuals, businesses and agencies.
Based on the significant groundwork research already done, by the Western
Development Commission, the Design and Crafts Council of Ireland and others, the
opportunity for Donegal is in recognising the value of promoting and supporting
creative activity on the ground and to find cost-effective mechanisms to support those
who wish to engage in enterprise and entrepreneurship.
Support mechanisms have to be relevant and mutual understanding improved.
Performing arts talk about touring not exports. Film and music companies talk about
content, distribution and exhibition not products and services. Artists and arts
organisations talk about creative processes, mapping and criticality not visitor
attractions and bed nights. Yet all of these impacts are real and are being
increasingly measured in social, cultural and economic terms. Extensive literature
shows expenditure on cultural activities has a multiplier effect on income and
employment with regard to local economies. Most importantly the EC has made a
commitment to undertaking in 2015 a qualitative and quantitative assessment of the
intrinsic and economic value of the creative sectors.
The creative sectors in Donegal are supported by a range of local, regional and
national agencies, but there is a need and appetite for a coherent strategy and a
better coordination of actions to realise the opportunity presented by Donegal’s
creative and cultural strengths. The Creative Partnership will facilitate this
collaborative approach.
The action plan strategically fits with the social, cultural and economic development
role of the Local Authority, and existing inter-agency policy for collaborative action.
However, some of the opportunities identified in this report, in particular ideas for
longer term strategic planning, require a structured process for inter-agency and
cross-sectoral partnerships – integrating cultural and enterprise opportunities.
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The seven projects identified for initial implementation allow a process to pilot and
experiment models and mechanisms to stimulate creativity, learning and
development and inform the best mechanisms realise the some big impact ideas.
The opportunity exists to contribute value and collaborate with regional initiatives
and enterprise strategies to realise the “opportunity to place renewed focus on local
and rural development” as stated in Action Plan for Jobs 2015 12. The Commission
for the Economic Development of Rural Areas (CEDRA) Report on Energising
Ireland's Rural Economy20 includes the recommendation for “the development of a
coordinated strategy for the Creative Industries that places a specific focus on
its potential to contribute to the development of the Rural Economy.”
There are three ideas for that emerged from the process to be further explored:
1. Donegal Branding for Creative Products and Services
2. Content Creation and Co-working Hub
3. Creative Niche Skills Schools / Academy
The recommendation is that the Creative Partnership undertake further
engagement with stakeholders into these ideas. The audit of the current
profile and potential of the creative sectors in Donegal will also inform the
action to be taken to investigate the feasibility for developing ideas.

Images from Donegal stakeholder workshops by MCO PROJECTS
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3.2 Donegal Creative Identify
Idea 1 – Enhancing and Promoting Existing Cultural Assets
Donegal creative identity around
provenance of products and services,
connected to cultural initiatives, the
Diaspora and the Wild Atlantic Way.
In creating the right conditions to support
the translation of ideas and creative talent
into enterprise opportunities section 1
sets out the need for an enabling
environment and cultural eco-system to
underpin the creative economy. The starting point is to retain, nurture and promote
existing creative talent and promote the quality of what Donegal has to offer. As this
initiative focusses on Creative – there is a business opportunity for local designers and
creatives to work together with the agencies on identifying the best ways of promoting
and expressing Donegal creative activities.
Research and consultation processes at both a European and national level indicates
that in general there is a perceived disconnect between grassroots creative sectors,
support agencies, and other sectors. In Donegal, the creative sectors see potential for
synergy with other area-based skills and economic development strategies – and the
complementarity of arts, crafts, heritage, the Wild Atlantic Way, and the Food Strategy.
There is also potential synergy with national hubs and initiatives such as those being
developed by the Design and Crafts Council of Ireland (DCCoI). The DCCoI identifies
that craft in Ireland is a dynamic and vibrant sector as well as a key employer that
makes a significant contribution to the Irish economy. Irish craft businesses are
characteristically small in scale and are geographically widespread, however they
currently sustain 5,700 jobs in Ireland. In their report Mapping the Crafts Sector in
Southern Ireland29 they note that craft workers have portfolio careers and their
contribution extends well beyond making objects – they work in industry, education and
community contexts – so cross-sectoral collaboration is part of the current eco-system.
The market trend towards artisan craft, hand-made goods and brands of provenance
seen in the growth of websites such as www.etsy.com is an example of how Donegal
can better reach international markets through international networks such as the
Diaspora and through cohesive marketing, trails, apps and on-line retailing.
The Creative Edge Policy8 recommendations for cultural consumption highlight the
opportunity to exploit the market for culture content. “Unique products high in symbolic
and cultural content are in increased demand. This has obvious ramifications for
creative producers, but is also of importance to those supplying more traditional goods.
The peripheral areas of Europe are regions of cultural depth, whose narratives are in
demand far beyond their borders.” They recommend harnessing the spill-over effects
of creative industries, noting that “Synergies between cultural and creative industries
and other sectors of peripheral economies should be exploited to their full potential.
Artisan/local food and tourism sectors are identified as sectors where there is potential
to harness spill-over effect.”
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Fáilte Ireland research identifies that cultural tourism is a key sector for Ireland and
presents particular potential for the Western region. Fáilte Ireland’s Wild Atlantic Way
initiative is considered a key opportunity. Donegal County Development Board’s
Cultural Compass Research Project30 noted that 69 of the cultural providers, facilities
and practitioners surveyed at the time, between them employed 1,077 staff, 39 of them
combined attracted approximately 38,000 visitors and between just 46 of them,
contributed almost €18m to the Donegal economy in 2007-08.
The existing cultural tourism offer and the Food Coast Initiative, Food Strategy
and Taste of Donegal are cultural assets. With creative strengths in traditional
music, language, storytelling, crafts and textiles a Donegal cohesive marketing
initiative enabled by digital platforms can increase markets for existing products
and services. Connecting provenance to design, creation and production is a
common strategy as provided for in the EC Protected Designation of Origin and
internationally associates traditional products with place – like Donegal Tweed.
Inter-agency actions and enterprise supports to facilitate market co-operation
strategies can enable strong local or regional brands and expand potential
markets nationally and globally.
The idea is to develop a way of promoting and expressing creative goods and services
for Donegal as a creative place with a culture of creativity and resilience. This has the
potential to add value and visibility to indigenous resources and employ coordinated
market development and product promotion strategies. The mapping and audit project
can provide an evidence base for existing activity to inform the development of a
cohesive identity and support the promotion of high quality, indigenous, artisan and
creative products and services. Projects to tailor existing business supports and
provide improved access to finance can inform and support a co-ordinated approach
for market co-operation strategies. The development of an integrated strategic
approach to creative spaces; informing integrated resource planning around key
regional hubs and spaces for creative sectors to meet, work and showcase as part of
the Innovation Cluster Development project can enable a co-ordinated approach that
can harness the synergy of other amenity and place-based economic development
opportunities connected to other regeneration plans, cultural events, tourism
development or visitor trails and apps.
The Wild Atlantic Startup (WASup) is a vibrant new
initiative and series of events taking place along the Wild
Atlantic Way. WASup is about creating a collaborative
ecosystem on this route, driven by the Entrepreneurial
mindset and Innovation throughout business, educational
and social circles. WASup has set about changing how entrepreneurs,
innovators and educators collaborate and engage together. While at the same
time promoting the whole region as a great place
for businesses to start, develop and invest.
WASup will be looking to visit every region on this
route through our touring events series over the
coming months and years.
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We asked stakeholders: Can
you describe a creative
product or service that you feel
promotes excellence in
creative entrepreneurship in
Donegal?

Donegal
TV

Donegal
Designer
Makers
Donegal tweed being
a long established
craft being regularly
used by modern and
international designers
- probably not
appreciated at home
as much as it is
abroad. Same applies
to wool.

Donegal
Food
Coast

Possibly Crafts as
this sector spent
time energy and
design branding
and promoting
each other. They
work together

3D Issue
Digital
Publishing

Sendmode
or Finn
Media

Donegal long
history with textiles.
With the likes of
Magee turning this
industry into a high
end market
product.

Atlantic Crafts in
Churchill,
manufacturing
Wellington boot
stands and
exporting 99.5% of
products to the UK
and Europe.
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The Loft seems to be a
great youth service
promoting creativity,
theatre RCC etc. A creative
product I love at the minute
is a GoPro cam and drone
it’s a great way to
showcase our county and
the creative possibilities
are endless.

We asked stakeholders: Can
you identify a promotional or
marketing activity that has
worked well to support
creative entrepreneurs in
Donegal?

Donegal
Design
Makers’
online
presence

Errigal Arts
Festival

Féile Carraig Arts
and Culture Oopen
Exhibition

The Taste of
Donegal brand

Shop LK

Showcase
Ireland
My Creative
Edge
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3.2 Content Creation Co-working Hubs
Idea 2 Creative Programmes and Spaces as Flexible Creative Hubs
Develop programmes and spaces for
new skills and content, connected to
enterprise supports. Better utilisation
of empty retail, or existing cultural and
education spaces as shared spaces to
work, co-create, learn, network, and
showcase.
Letterkenny CoLab Image via www.co-lab.ie
Disruption and transformation by digital technologies and the global economy, means
designing new ways of working to realise content creation. A shift in focus from the
technology itself to content creation is a key focus for industry development.
Connecting digital, media, heritage and storytelling is a key area for creative
industries crossing sectors such as film, television, archives, museums, animation,
and gaming.
The potential of new creative skillsets and technologies, digital games and interactive
storytelling for documenting, entertaining, communicating as well for use in innovation
strategy is the focus of a number of key creative funds and symposia, including the
Digital Heritage International Congress 2015.
REACT (Research and Enterprise in Arts and Creative Technology) for
example is one of four UK Hubs for exchanging knowledge between arts and
humanities research and the creative economy.
Internationally a 2010 IBM poll of 1500 CEO’s identified creativity as the number one
leadership competency of the future but creativity scores among U.S. children have
been falling since 1990. Drew Hansen in Forbes states that “we need to develop a new
generation of entrepreneurial leaders capable of combatting this challenge.”31
The BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China) are notably making ever greater
investment in CCI’s, for example China aims to foster the industry into a new growth
source and has a goal to make cultural value-added output account for 5% of GDP in
2016, with an emphasis on developing the markets of books, newspapers, magazines,
digital audio and video publications, performing arts, television series, movies. PWC’s
annual Global Entertainment and Media Outlook 32 points out that content is a key issue
stating that “the rising value of content has fired the starting-gun on an industry wide
race to acquire it.” Creative talent and creative arts practice is core to the process of
creating new content.
In Ireland the ‘Creative Capital Report - Building Ireland’s Audio-visual Creative
Economy’9 identifies that there is national opportunity for these sectors and
states an objective to increase the ‘direct employment in the industry from 5,440 to
over 10,000’ as well as ‘double the value of the Irish audio-visual industry to over €1
billion by 2016’.
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The added value of the creative sectors to create new user experiences and enhance
products with a design sensitivity and an “emotional” appeal is particularly
advantageous in today’s networked society where the role of user or customer has
changed from passive consumers to more active prosumer, and services and products
are often co-created by multi-disciplinary teams. Maximising appeal, usability and
accessibility of products and services through design thinking and effective storytelling
can have wide reaching social and economic implications. Universal design or service
design can make economic sense and greatly enhance a user or customer experience;
from everyday objects through to how communities experience public services such
as healthcare delivery.
Ireland has talented practitioners who are working at the cutting edge of the
national and international digital content industry. Creative entrepreneurs like
Cartoon Saloon and Brown Bag Films have championed and demonstrated
the international success that can be achieved by Irish creative entrepreneurs
inspired by traditional storytelling in some of the award winning content they
create.
Donegal’s heritage from traditional storytelling and language, to music has potential
to connect with other areas such as animation, website and app design, as well
harnessing cultural talent and ideas such as discussed at the Inspire Creativity,
Engage Enterprise session at Allingham Festival in 2014.
Disruption and transformation by digital technologies and the global economy,
mean designing new ways of working through multi-disciplinary collaboration to
realise content creation. Potential for collaborations with institutions in architecture,
arts and design areas, as well as international collaborations with Design Schools
is a key opportunity. Harnessing existing authentic resources is essential. On a
national level, targeted events focussed on ‘doing’ rather than talking worked well
as well as the Irish Film Board’s CATALYST funding programme.
There are ways to create the right conditions for collaboration to happen which can
be facilitated by connecting people, sharing research information, societal and
industrial problems, matching needs to resources and having the right supports
available at critical junctures in practice. Real collaboration occurs in an
unpredictable/uncontrollable manner, almost as a side effect of creating the right
conditions without control. Flexible creative spaces can enable the conditions and
environment for those ‘collisions’.
There is enthusiasm in Donegal for greater connections between people from
different sectors, with diverse talents and skills in order to innovate and deliver
people centred problem solving that can demonstrate relevance, benefit and
application in wider society including cultural, social and economic value.
Stakeholders identified the need to enable / facilitate these connections by the
opportunity to raise visibility through showcase, ideas exchange, innovation
vouchers and outward facing exploration.
Research shows that creative sectors demonstrate high cluster activity as well as
strong evidence of spill over benefit to Knowledge Intensive Businesses. The
Creative Edge Policy Toolkit identified that business to business selling makes up
90% of sales in the audio-visual sectors and note it as “a causative factor in the
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location decisions of many of these types of companies that show a high tendency
to cluster.”
The Allingham Festival showcased the diversity of Donegal creative entrepreneurs
in crafts, design and content creation as well as the third level focus on these skills.
There is opportunity to better cluster the sector and develop a pipeline of talent
connected to industry. A successful county wide creative network and integrated
enterprise supports would be critical to the success of clustering activities with
multifaceted benefits of inspiring creativity in education, skills and other sectors.
Nesta’s Creative Clusters report25 highlights “Case studies have also shown that
mere proximity of a critical mass of firms within a sector is not sufficient for these
beneficial relationships to emerge. If the firms are not aware of each it is doubtful
they will seek to establish such connections.” They identify three layers of
connectivity for innovation:
- Local connections within the cluster
- External connections to draw on sources of innovation
- External linkages with other local sectors are important commercially
The digital meets culture/heritage and arts meets technology is key to content
creation that can be enabled through cross-sectoral collaboration and
innovation through co-creation. This informs the idea for Donegal to better
connect creative entrepreneurs to other sectors and to develop skills through
regional and national partnership projects.
Creative entrepreneurs in the content sectors are able to be based and work
from home in peripheral locations, directly due to the ability and mobility to
access relevant industry supports, equipment, peers and clients in the larger
urban clusters in Donegal, Derry, Dublin, Glasgow and elsewhere.
At the Allingham Festival, Spin FX were showcased, and led directly to
securing internships for local students in Spin FX Canada, one of the largest
special effects companies in the world. These connections between cultural
festivals, education, enterprise supports and industry can serve to both attract
creative entrepreneurs to Donegal as well as connect existing Donegal
entrepreneurs to global industry opportunities.
The idea is to develop a series of multi-disciplinary creative spaces that could
provide flexible workspaces, a public interface and a hub for Donegal’s
creative sectors. This longer term opportunity would be trialled through the
creative sector workshops and events project to network, team and showcase
to connect the creative sector for information exchange. A core group of
content creators and entrepreneurs could be identified as mentors in
championing the development of enterprise hubs and flexible co-working
spaces. The creative accelerator and access to finance projects would trial
the integration of activity across education institutes, content creators and
industry alliances to foster a pipeline of talent.
Activities and opportunities to develop international exchanges and opportunities
could be a key focus for clustering enterprise supports for these sectors. Another
key focus could be the collaboration between traditional heritage and storytelling
sectors and digital content creation.
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:

We asked stakeholders Can
you identify one connection
to an organisation, network or
group activity that has
worked well for them and
describe why it was
valuable?

I found North West Words
opened up a link to other
creative people - writers,
musicians and artists that
promoted and developed my
own creativity while also
providing a space to develop
my performance skills.

The Letterkenny
Chamber of
Commerce/Shop LK
initiative. It allows

retailers to think
outside the box

Féile Carraig Arts and Culture
committee, networking in a
community new to me, and,
working to entice people from
all over Donegal, and further
afield to this area, and to
grow, expand and diversify
the creative mediums
available .

I found North West Words
opened up a link to other
creative people - writers,
musicians and artists that
promoted and developed my
own creativity while also
providing a space to
develop my performance
skills
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In the past I was involved in
the voluntary not for profit
sector where everything
depended on networking and
working within a community I
find everything that I do for
myself and my clients hinges
on networking and connecting
people, it is always at the very
basis of any project or task
that I undertake.

We asked stakeholders: Can
you identify one connection to
an organisation, network or
group activity that has worked
well for them and describe
why it was valuable?

'Donegal Live',
Glasgow, the
Diaspora really
appreciated the
effort and the
comradeship of the
event and were
pleased to buy

Member of DD Makers for
15 years we participate at
various exhibitions, and are
jointly members of retail
outlet selling our craft
products. I am also client of
DEB and Údarás, Westbic,
who provide valuable
assistance with regard to
funding, marketing, general
business advice and
courses.

Attendance at Web Summit
2014: Provided a glimpse
into the breadth of creative
enterprises worldwide and
their applications for both
commercial and social
benefit. It demonstrated the
innovation and
entrepreneurship that can be
harnessed if the
environmental conditions are
created to nurture and
inspire innovation.
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An Griánan
theatre for
workshops &
classes

Involvement in
Honeycomb-Creative
works has been very
useful to us this summer
through their Micro-sales
workshops and mentoring
provision we have
diversified and honed our
service and gained the
confidence to apply for
funding for a project.

Donegal Women in
Business Donegal
LEO - Was involved
with Profit net &
various organisations
over the years. Was
totally invaluable from
a personal aspect
when there was a time
it was needed.

Allingham Arts festival
involvement of 2nd
and 3rd level
education in exploring
the potential of digital
storytelling and media
for career
opportunities and
business start-up

3.4 Creative Niche Schools Academy
Idea 3 Harnessing Donegal’s Tradition of Skills and Schools
A major project of excellence
for nurturing creative talent in
Donegal connected to national
and
international
design,
production and marketing
centres. Potentially focusing on
textiles, music, and storytelling.

Image from www.donegaldesignermakers.com.
The Action Plan for Jobs 2015 12 in looking at ‘new and emerging sources of
economic growth where early, targeted Government-led initiatives can lay the
foundations for sustainable progress over the short to medium-term’ identifies
Growing Sales Through Leadership in Design as a key focus and reflected by
the designation of 2015 as the Year of Irish Design.
“Given our talent and reputation for creativity, Ireland has the ability to be a
leader in design, to generate and attract successful business in these
sectors.”
Specific actions identified include to ‘establish sectoral and regional design
networks, clusters and incubators across the island of Ireland’ and to ‘create
a startup investment platform for creative industry entrepreneurs aimed at
accelerating some of the country’s most promising designers from a range of
design disciplines.’ This is supported through proposed actions for a national
Design Development Programme and a range of projects through a design
innovation fund that will demonstrate the business and employment creation
benefits of good design practice.
Clustering industry and enterprise supports around unique creative skills is a strong
model for supporting creative clusters both in urban and rural areas. Irish case
studies cited at stakeholder workshops in Donegal include Thomastown School of
Ceramics and the Design and Crafts Council model. There are a number of potential
creative skillsets and Gaeltacht schools in Donegal that could be focussed on to
better support niche clusters, including music, textiles and storytelling. These could
be developed in an integrated manner with the other key opportunity areas identified
i.e. cultural tourism and digital content creation.
This fits strategically with the enterprise strategy of Údarás, which is focused on
attracting and developing knowledge-based internationally-traded service companies
and utilising enterprise capabilities in growth sectors. Among the growth sectors
identified for which there will be a specific focus is ‘Creative Enterprises – Languagebased, culture-based, arts-based, media and digital media’ and ‘Tourism – Activitybased, cultural/heritage experience-based tourism.’
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Donegal is particularly identified with artisan skills in textiles. Many of these skills are
practised on a small scale in rural areas and the artisan skills are under threat.
Ireland’s creative expo, Showcase this year featured the first major trade event of
ID2015, a Year of Irish Design, a government initiative to explore, promote and
celebrate Irish design throughout Ireland and internationally. There was a strong
focus on artisan textiles and Donegal’s Sonia Reynolds 33, a leader in the Irish Fashion
Industry highlighted the international demand for traditional textiles with a
contemporary take, "Irish knitwear is currently in demand world- wide, featuring
heavily in the runway shows in Paris, Milan London and New York. The most sought
after pieces remain classical in approach, pared back to the original stitches and
patterns, however their designers are working with new yarns and more adventurous
colourways for 2015."
Intertrade Ireland’s review of the all-island clothing and textiles industry ‘Cutting our
Cloth’,34 offers recommendations on how opportunities for growth in this sector can
be realised through enhanced north/south collaboration. They note that the sector
“has begun the process of transforming itself into an industry characterised by
innovation, technical advance and higher value added.” As the industry moves
towards being more knowledge-led and market-driven, with ‘high levels of skills,
imagination and creativity’ they note that the industry “now presents itself as a
modern and progressive, knowledge-based industry where design and innovation
are used to deliver competitive advantaindexge. This increased emphasis on the
knowledge base of the industry brings with it new opportunities for growth and
development”.
In a recent essay on the curation of the initiative Second Skin 2015 35, which included
Donegal designers and weavers, Louise Allen, DCCoI identifies the need to
“recognise the economic potential that the fashion industry, given a level of
investment and dedicated supports, could bring.” She points to the opportunity to
“foster pride in our indigenous and internationally recognised fashion designers”
and “provide a very real foundation for future investment in the sector and in the
fashion industry.”
The current opportunity for Donegal to take a lead in harnessing the opportunity the
textile industry locally, and partnering with the DCCOI in relation to major centres of
design and production. It is noteworthy that of the four creatives participating in
Second Skin two chose to collaborate with Donegal makers; Jennifer Rothwell with
Magee Weaving Donegal and Joanne Hynes with Donegal's Fisherman Out of
Ireland, and that Donegal textiles had a strong presence in Showcase 2015 in the
Fashion Show.
Donegal is well positioned regionally to connect with both NI and Scottish initiatives
to rejuvenate traditional textile industries, for example the Fashion and Textile initiative
emerging in Derry and the Scottish Textile and Leather Association. Importantly,
innovation in technology and textiles can inform cross sector innovation in other
industries including manufacturing, medical sectors, outdoors activities, marine and
sea sports.
Internationally, the trends and opportunities presented by the convergence of textiles
and technology is a key market. ‘Wearables’ will be part of the 2016 Consumer
Electronics Show, the world’s largest technology tradeshow. “The Wearables
Marketplace” will introduce “collaborations between sensors, low energy Bluetooth,
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cloud computing, 3D printing, flexible membranes and more to transform age-old
fashions to the next global trend.”
Donegal’s top three industrial sectors account for 51% of total industrial employment,
all three of which are manufacturing sectors (WDC). Opportunities for cross sector
innovation is demonstrated by companies such as Botany Weaving, who have moved
from being a traditional Donegal weaving company to being one of the largest aviation
interior textile suppliers in the world or Tactility Factory, an innovative Belfast company
commercializing patented technology that brings together textiles and concrete to
make highly tactile surfaces.
“We have an incredibly talented pool of internationally acclaimed
fashion designers yet support in Ireland for established and
emerging designers is limited. Most graduates move abroad and
for those who return, a lack of access to skills, production facilities
and finance makes it difficult to locate and remain here.
Trends in fast fashion are slowly changing as awareness of the
long-term issues of sustainability grows. This is supported by the
very real and significant impact that technology and the internet
are having on the way we communicate, share, create, access and
consume.
While it may be unlikely that we will once again return to the high
levels of manufacturing and production that Ireland once had
across the EU, there is a cultural, economic, educational and
psychological argument to be made for bringing back a level of
production, skills and infrastructure.
The
current
trend
in
sustainable
fashion
is
leading the way back to
community
engagement,
providing access to skills
and engendering a sense of
empowerment in the design
of
unique,
local
and
individualised clothing. In
Ireland,
the
work
of
organisations such as Redress, the Council of Irish
Fashion Designers and the
Design & Crafts Council of
Ireland (DCCoI) plays a
pivotal role in raising
awareness and offering a
level of support to our highly talented
Image by MCO PROJECTS
fashion designers who have gained,
or are seeking to gain, international recognition and who wish to
work, live and produce in Ireland.”
Louise Allen, DCCOI
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Donegal is renowned for its textile industry. It is suggested that an artisan textile skills
and the relationships between craft, design, material, manufacturing and technology
present a distinct opportunity for Donegal as an area of focus for the county’s strategic
development of the creative sectors.
The idea is to connect traditional making and production skills with smart technology,
manufacturing and materials innovation at major centres such as NCAD in Dublin, St
Martins in London. The idea is to cluster activities around the development of niche
creative skills schools/academy in Donegal. Learning from the Thomastown Ceramics
School model it could deliver a niche student body and be connected to enterprise
supports as a catalyst for start-up local businesses connected internationally.
This academy/school could be connected to a wider enterprise programme of
supports to broker exchanges with science, technology and design to stimulate
entrepreneurship and innovation. Urban centres for design, research, manufacturing
and new enterprise development could be encouraged to connect cluster activities in
Donegal.
The mapping and audit and access to finance projects would provide an assessment
of the potential idea and test bed cross sector innovation engaging regional and
European partners.

Showcase Ireland,
images MCO Projects
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We asked stakeholders What
activity (a skills, training or
education programme) has
worked well to support creative
entrepreneurs in Donegal?

Donegal LEO
programmes
generally
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SECTION FOUR: THE IMPLEMENTATION AND THE BENEFITS
4.1 A Creative Partnership
The immediate opportunity is to harness existing local assets and pool resources to
stimulate and sustain employment in the creative sectors. Establishing a longer term
shared vision for Donegal involves continued engagement with the diverse
stakeholders. Priority actions for 2015 can provide the evidence base for future
investment and shape the ideas for niche clusters of excellence that emerged from
the process so far.
The suggested delivery mechanism is a Donegal Creative Partnership model
coordinated through the Local Enterprise Office with dedicated resources
committed within the different stakeholder groups, and a Creative Network
established by the creative sectors. An Interim Strategic Review Group of creative,
public, private sector stakeholders who engaged in the process to date was set up
to review and further develop the ideas for action and put in place the Partnership.
.

Pooled /
Dedicated
Resources

Agencies
and Partners

Creative
Partnership

Creative
Sectors

Coordinated by
Local
Enterprise
Office

Recommended Year 1 activities are to (a) establish a dedicated delivery mechanism,
(b) engage, map and audit the creative sectors and (c) test and refine mechanisms
and supports to enable the foundations for collaborative action to design and
implement longer term projects of scale and impact.
The implementation of the recommended projects for action will provide greater
visibility for the sectors and a ‘test-bed’ for collaborative actions and tailored supports.
The seven projects provide a practical approach to inter-agency action and shared
services on an initiative that has potential enterprise, social, cultural and economic
benefits. Dedicated resources within the Local Enterprise Office in the initial two years
is recommended to co-ordinate the implementation of projects. The structure to be
agreed will aim to harness and pool existing available resources, not duplicate
activities, and ensure clarity of purpose in coordinated action.
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Approach to Implementation
Key ingredients for implementation recommended by the Review Group are:


Establishing a Creative Partnership to ensure structured supports are
tailored to the dynamic nature of micro enterprises and freelancers and
to enable future skills development of creative innovators



Providing a Focal Point within the Local Enterprise Office - for
information sharing in the initial phase, and then to facilitate creative,
public, private collaborative action to raise visibility of the sector and
stimulate new opportunities



Recognising the value of cultural and creative grassroots activity by
engaging creative practitioners in ‘brokered’ engagement around
creative challenges with other sectors, not a top-down or bottom-up
scenario, but a co-creation process



Adopting an open approach with creative people involved that
stakeholders have confidence in to effectively co-ordinate action – a
model of flexibility and ease of adaptability fit for a creative, dynamic
eco-system



Progressing emerging ideas for longer term cluster development
through partnership projects that connect with development initiatives
in the county, region, cross-border and transnationally



Taking a broad and flexible approach to attracting those who wish to
engage in the initiative – social and creative entrepreneurs



Leveraging the Donegal Diaspora entrepreneurs as mentors in a
structured programme tailored for the needs of creative and social
entrepreneurs with a particular emphases on creative content, niche
skills and cultural tourism



Encouraging private sector investment and seeking potential public
funding streams that support entrepreneurship and innovation in the
creative sectors



Inspire creativity through supporting cultural events; and curating
programmes to showcase work to wider audiences



Support ideas into enterprise through ‘brokered’ collaboration across
disciplines and sectors; and invest in creative ideas and challenges
through entrepreneurial teams that focus on real problems informed by
research, industry and society



And most importantly, to continue to engage creative practitioners, the
public, private sectors and the local community, enabling shared
benefits and a common purpose towards long term big impact
projects.
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4.3 Benefits of Inter-agency Collaboration
As set out in the previous sections, the rationale for the action plan is to primarily
benefit the creatives that exist in Donegal, and a pipeline of creative talent. The
multi-faceted benefits for society and the economy are also described.
Inter-agency and cross-sectoral action in Donegal can best realise benefits from:







Enabling niche creative clusters in Donegal
Inter-regional partnerships and cross-border co-operation for sector
development
Building links and connections for other clusters nationally and internationally
Innovation in services delivery in relation to niche cultural tourism
Nurture creativity through skills development and life-long learning
Providing spaces and places to work, practice, showcase and inspire talent

Monitoring of progress on specific actions and measurements of impacts and
benefits to Donegal will be based on targets set from the baseline data from Project
2 – Creative Sector Mapping and Audit. These will be determined by the Creative
Partnership and may include measures such as:








Performance against objectives
Progress and achievement of action plan goals
Engagement of Creative stakeholders, partners and collaborative projects
Impact of tailored supports delivered and numbers of people engaging
Qualitative and quantitative assessment of awareness of supports
Participation levels and outcomes of network and workshops
Qualitative assessment of attitudes and perceptions of creative
entrepreneurship in Donegal

The longer term opportunity to support a cohesive approach to supports and sector
led development can be assessed through the lessons learned by the delivery of
these early project actions and measurement of impact and benefit realised.
The added benefits and outcomes for the Local Enterprise Office, Donegal County
Council will include:









Positioning the Local Enterprise Office contribution to the overall creative
Donegal eco-system
Contributing to national policy and research in the potential of the creative
industries at European and wider international levels
Providing new opportunities for entrepreneurs in creative leadership,
knowledge, enterprise and innovation;
Creating pathways to creativity and entrepreneurship through supporting the
translation of creative ideas rooted in local assets into new creative products
and services;
Informing new structured programmes to enable and retain creative talent
as part of the wider entrepreneurship agenda and the Action Plan for Jobs 12;
Demonstrating viability and a ‘pipeline’ for enterprise spaces for creative
entrepreneurship
Establishing the creative leadership and knowledge base of Donegal in
cultural and creative industries internationally.
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We asked what one thing do you think the Local Enterprise Office could do now to
support creative entrepreneurship in Donegal?
“Continue with this strategic plan and in addition, educate (or create awareness) the
wider business community of the importance of professional high standard visual
communications for promotion and success of their businesses products and
services.”
“Connect the Entrepreneurs - Be the Portal that promotes what is available in
support, be the eyes of enterprise that updates and informs the creative community
in Newsletter form weekly and web form daily Be the glue that binds the Community
together for the benefit of all concerned.”
“Creatives need supports, financial and advisory. It would be great to go to the LEO
and talk about an idea and work with them to find out about all the supports
available and who to approach (on a local and national level).”
“Donegal is a large county and seems disjointed in some ways within the creative
sector. This is evident when there is a cultural gathering or coming together from the
sector. There is a wealth of talent for collaborative opportunities but there is no forum
in Donegal for this to happen. Often we never get to see the work or meet/know the
creative that are in the county.”
“Foster a mutually respectful working relationship and work closely with key
representatives of all the stakeholders to create a county-wide all-inclusive
overarching marketing strategy to promote every aspect of the creative industries in
Donegal to an international audience.”
“Set up and manage a one-stop Creative Donegal digital interface.”
“Plan and create a shared strategy for creative entrepreneurship that will engage the
education, enterprise support and arts sectors in aligning their courses, funding,
start-up supports and marketing activities to grow the sector to create jobs and
attract visitors.”
“Online Creative Hub, encouraging artists to work together from all over the county
in promoting the Arts in
Donegal.”
“Getting Donegal engaged, then get them supported/trained and funded - our
creative/business sector will boom.”
“Combined skills training/networking event for those interested in creative
entrepreneurship.”
“Funding and providing a creative hub to promote collaboration and networking.”
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